barked on a 35-year journey with Ford to earn his college degree and earn his Air Medals and four battle stars. When he retired from government, he served the people of Griffin, Georgia, just 8 miles away from his home in Lillian, Georgia. He was a depot manager.

Representative Yates was the only former Georgia State Representative to serve in the Georgia General Assembly. He was given permission to address the House for 1 minute and to revise and extend his remarks.

Mr. CARTER of Georgia. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to recognize the Farm Bureaus of Monterey County and Santa Cruz County. This year, those farm bureaus will mark 100 years of serving our agriculture communities across the central coast of California. We know that those in agriculture are consistently evolving as they constantly contend with Mother Nature, mandates, immigration, and the ever-changing market.

Fortunately, the local farm bureaus’ leadership and commitment has always been there to help our over 600 farmers stay competitive and keep our communities strong. The farm bureaus are an essential ingredient to how our home in Africa to carry out its reign of terror, and we must be vigilant. And that is just the way it is.